
 

Covid-19 Bunyan SOPs as of June 2022 

Purpose: 
To update CGC SOPs for Covid-19 to reflect circumstances at Bunyan from June 2022. 

Basis for requirements: 
CGC activities at Bunyan must conform with the NSW Public Health Orders. 

NSW Covid vaccination requirements and restrictions on travel, entry to premises and other social 

requirements have effectively been lifted for our purposes.  Accordingly, our operations at Bunyan 

may be conducted largely as if Covid-19 is not an issue. 

Caveat:   These SOPs are for Bunyan Airfield only. 

Summary of requirements 
 
Vaccination:  
After consulting the membership in 2021, the CGC Committee decided to apply the NSW 
requirement for vaccination evidence1 as a condition of entry to Bunyan for both members and 
visitors. This policy remains in force. 

 

Members should have emailed their vaccination evidence, or changes to status, to the Membership 
Secretary, Tom Maclean, who can be contacted at tomwmaclean@gmail.com and 0401 447 088. 

Vaccination evidence for planned visitors should be confirmed by the CGC host.  Impromptu visitors 
should be welcomed as usual and asked for vaccination evidence by a member present at Bunyan.  
The Membership Secretary will clarify requirements with AEF candidates. 

A member or visitor with a medical exemption must share that information with other members, 
noting that the disease has become endemic and our membership has an older cohort and some 
members and family are immuno-compromised.  Vulnerable members may need to adjust their 
activities to manage their own risks. 

 
1 NSW Public Health Orders define, vaccination evidence for a person to mean 

• evidence from the Australian Immunisation Register that the person has had 2 doses of a COVID-19 vaccine, e.g., 
an online immunisation history statement, a COVID-19 digital certificate from the Australian Immunisation 
Register or information displayed on the Service NSW mobile phone application. 

• a medical contraindication certificate issued to the person. 
 

 

No vaccination evidence, no entry. 

 

Share your unvaccinated (medical exemption) status or do not enter Bunyan airfield  
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Other Health Measures:  
 
NSW Health’s isolation, check in, social distancing and mask requirements no longer apply directly to 
our Bunyan operations. 
 
That said, Covid-19 case numbers, hospitalisations, serious illness and deaths in the community are 

high, and a number of our members have experienced the disease themselves.  Members are 

encouraged to consider the wisdom of dual flights, social distancing and masks at their discretion. 

Rules for use of the clubhouse on the Forum under General Discussion – Covid-19 Procedures 
Revisited post 4 August 2021 will be cancelled. 

This policy will be reviewed through 2022 as circumstances change. 

John Young 
President CGC 
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